
Intervention Studies and Non-intervention Studies (Observational Studies)
in the Guidelines for Life Sciences and Medical Research

Intervention study Observational study The Ethical Guidelines are not applicable.
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Does this person-centered (including samples/information) research seek to
▶ understand injury/illness origins and pathology;
　　verify improvement in, or effectiveness of, injury and illness prevention methods;
　　verify improvement in, or effectiveness of, medical diagnostic and treatment methods;
　　for the purpose of obtaining knowledge which will contribute to citizensʼ health preservation
　　and promotion, patient recovery from injury or illness, or QOL improvement?
▶ obtain knowledge, via human-derived samples or information, about human genome and
　　gene structure or function, or about genetic mutation or expression?

Essentially “person-centered life sciences and medical research” 
other than the following
・ Research conducted under the provision of law (Cancer Registration Promotion Act,  

Infectious Diseases Act, Health Promotion Act, etc.)
・ Research which falls under the scope of application of standards established by law
・ Research which only uses the samples/information described below

1) Any sample/information of already established academic value which is widely used 
for research purposes and which is generally available

2) Existing information which does not constitute personal information
3) Any anonymously processed information which has already been created

・ Is drug administration or examination for the purpose of 
preventing, diagnosing or treating injury or illness involved?
・ Are health preservation or promotion-related activities involved?

For example, collection of just treatment 
data, such as outcomes or prognoses, 
without controlling the presence/absence 
or degree of drug administration, 
examination, etc.

No intervention involved 
(observational study)

Is “control” involved?: Intentionally 
changing or not changing (including 
allocation) the presence/absence or 
degree of factors which impact various 
health-related phenomena

Are samples/information 
used which are obtained 
from a human body?

Is medical activity going beyond the scope of 
normal diagnosis and treatment involved?

Includes exercise, sleep, diet, abstaining 
from smoking, etc.

“Control”
▶ Research-focused treatment which 

constrains choice of treatment options
▶ Also applicable to nursing care, lifestyle 

guidance, nutritional guidance, dietary 
treatments, occupational therapy, etc.


